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This is what the color scale looks like to me when my eyes are comfortable in interior window light on a bright day:
Comfortable, bright interior window lighting
Stepping from indoors out to bright sunlight
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Stepping from indoors out to bright sunlight

Comfortable, bright interior window lighting

Stepping from outdoors to normal interior lighting
Tim painting, sharing how he sees the scene through his Usher eyes.

USH Steeple, Bright Sun
How outdoor light may affect those with Usher syndrome:
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Academy St. Roofs, Midday

A New Day
I am honored to share my work at the 12th Annual USH Connections Conference. In addition to sharing how a person with Usher experiences light and color, you’ll find original paintings and prints for sale to assist the Coalition.
I have been a full-time professional portrait painter for the past thirty years, despite Usher syndrome. You can view my portraits and my story at timothychambers.com.
A generous portion of all sales will be donated to the Coalition to help find and connect the global Usher syndrome community, moving us all closer to treatments and a cure. See the Usher Syndrome Coalition website for details!

www.usher-syndrome.org
I look forward to virtually seeing you at USH2020 Connections Week!